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Proof of Expertise via Linkedin Best Answer Awards and Category Leadership in Multiple Categories
1/30/2013
Ranked #1 Résumé Writing Expert Nationally on Linkedin.com for Five Consecutive Years versus over 380
professional colleagues from 2008 to Jan 30, 2013. Linkedin is by far the #1 Career related website, Résumé/Talent
Database and Professional Networking Website. In 2013, Linkedin.com has over 225 million professional members
and ranks as the tenth most popular website of any kind in the US. Obviously, providing these expert answers is a
community service activity so earning a ranking for your expertise was open to all without any cost for entry.
Since any expert must compete with dozens of other answer providers to be awarded a single best answer award, it
takes thousands of expert answers and a sustained effort to accumulate a prestigious leadership position in any Q
& A category on Linkedin.com.

Note the wide lead I have against over 380 professional colleagues from across the nation. That is no accident. Now keep
scrolling down because there is plenty more evidence here and in the form of my Linkedin profile recommendations from
dozens of clients hired quick...

Here is a sample expert answer from the Linkedin Q & A Job Search category:

#1 Ranked Expert in Careers and Education Nationally on Linkedin for two consecutive years from 2011 – Jan
2013 versus 500+ professional colleagues.

#2 Ranked Expert in Job Search on Linkedin for two consecutive years from 2011 - Jan. 30, 2013 versus 500+
professional colleagues.

Ranked eighth in Staffing and Recruiting Expertise Nationally on Linkedin since 2010 via best answer awards.

Note the 271 Best Answer Awards (look
left) I earned required me to beat out all
the other expert answers given. This
sustained volunteer effort to help tens of
thousands of job hunters on Linkedin's Q
& A areas from 2008 -2/2013 is
unequaled in my profession. Sadly,
Linkedin.com chose to discontinue the Q
& A areas in February 2013 for costcontrol reasons.
I present these six pages of indisputable
public evidence to you directly from
Linkedin.com, to help you a make a more
informed decision and avoid dismal
results from the pretenders.
In my book, evidence always speaks
volumes. Therefore, please review dozens
of my 100% transparent Linkedin
recommendations from clients hired quick
on my Linkedin profile, my résumé
samples and my own résumé. You will
quickly see that I am the real deal.
http://linkedin.com/in/darrelldizoglio
http://RighteousResumes.com
http://HighPerformanceResumes.com
http://WordsThatSell.com
I also wrote a widely read Job Search
eBook in 2011, which has proven to be a
valuable resource for all my résumé
writing clients since then. Yes, I even give
away a copy to all clients making a
significant purchase.
My community service work has
continued without interruption on
http://HowToFindWorkNow.org since the
Linkedin Q & A area was shutdown in
February 2013.

